We look at things differently
to help you communicate more effectively
We are a creative communications agency that will
help you break through the clutter to ensure your

message is heard. We will explore the best possible
means – and mediums – to achieve that objective

whether it be through traditional advertising, online
advertising or direct marketing. From designing a

new corporate identity to building a lasting brand,
it’s all about the idea and the execution.

Why Green Hat?
You’d be surprised how many times we’re asked this question.
The short answer is that it relates to the Six Thinking Hats

methodology developed by Dr. Edward de Bono. This technique is

commonly used to brainstorm ideas or find solutions to a problem.
By wearing a particular thinking hat you adopt the different

personality or emotional state of that hat. Those who wear the
Green Hat are encouraged to focus on creativity, express new
concepts and seek out alternative possibilities and ideas.
A perfect fit for what we do.

Brand strategy

Website design

Corporate ID design

Email marketing

Marketing collateral

Online Advertising

The Green Team

The team at Green Hat

is comprised of brand strategy

consultants, media strategists,

copywriters, design gurus, digital
marketing experts and other

creative types who bring a diverse
level of expertise to the table.
We draw on the unique skills

and insights of our team to help

you find the best possible solution

to your communications challenge.

A glimpse of our work
Below are just a few quick samples of some of the

solutions we have proposed to our clients’ challenges.
CLIENT SUPER GROUP

CHALLENGE Cold calling is never easy especially when you
have had no prior contact. Super Group asked us to come

up with something different that would help improve the
success of their new business drive.
SOLUTION Green Hat devised a direct marketing piece that
consisted of a box with a key stuck to the outside and the
message “unlock the value in your supply chain”. Inside a
padlock was used to seal a letter from the CEO which had
to be opened by using the key. A nice ice breaker as most
recipients remembered the box when contacted and a
number of follow up meetings were secured.
CLIENT ANY QUESTION ANSWERED (AQA)

CHALLENGE AQA is a London-based text message service
that will answer any question you have. Their challenge
was to capture people’s attention on the London
underground with an engaging communication that
explained their service and made sure that people
remembered the number.
SOLUTION Green Hat assisted with the copywriting for

a series of quirky Tube ads that were humorous and fun
to read. The subject matter being the type of questions
people could ask and why you would benefit from using
the AQA service. The result was an increased response
to their innovative service and a fun campaign that was
well remembered.
CLIENT PSION

CHALLENGE Psion was launching a new voice drive

technology solution that would enable warehouse workers
to pick orders through voice commands and dramatically
increase productivity versus the manual paper based system.
SOLUTION In order to sell Voice we decided to use Voice.

Green Hat researched a company in the US who could supply
a device with a pre-recorded message that would play once
opened (similar to a greeting card). This direct marketing
piece grabbed attention as it played a recorded message
when opened highlighting the benefits of voice technology
backed up by a suite of sales tools on the accompanying CD.

We’re happy to work with
these great companies...
Any Question Answered

Super Group

Canon

Fleet Africa

Business Modelling Associates
Global Civil Solutions
Hyphen Technology
Psion

RedPrairie

Super Rent
Micor

Rentrak

Response Couriers
VSC Solutions

If you have any questions or would like to see more of

our work, please call Richard King of Green Hat Creative
on 082 944 4003 or email richard@greenhat.co.za.

